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Chapter 3011: Contending for Young Patriarch! 

“What a strong aura! Is this … the blood of Hegemons?” Ye Yuan said in surprise. 

These two blood essences contained tremendous energy. Furthermore, they were even peak heaven 

qian grade bloodline. 

This kind of blood essence was very precious no matter which clan it was. It was absolutely impossible to 

be leaked. 

Long Min gave Ye Yuan a glance somewhat enviously and said, “Progenitor forcibly made two Supreme 

Hegemons leave behind their blood essence for your sake. Furthermore, the commotion that you 

caused in the Eternal River was too big. It even alarmed Great Beyond Realm powerhouses. It was also 

Progenitor who helped you to fend it off.” 

The Dragon Clan had quite the veiled criticism toward Ye Yuan. 

Mi Tian was too good to him, making many Heavenly Dragon Island geniuses very jealous. 

These few years, there were rumors saying that Progenitor wanted to groom Ye Yuan as his successor. 

This made those geniuses who were originally from the Dragon Clan very unhappy. 

Ye Yuan was quite moved when he heard it. He naturally understood what kind of pressure Mi Tian had 

to bear with his way of doing things. 

Even if one was Great Beyond Realm, they could not do as they pleased too. 

However, there were not much words needed between him and Mi Tian anymore. 

Along the way, they fought side by side and had long already entrusted each other with life and death. 

It was just that this somewhat could not be understood from other people’s points of view. 

“However, I don’t understand. What does Progenitor mean by taking the risk of offending the two clans 

to get you two drops of blood essence?” Long Min asked curiously. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’ll understand very soon. Where’s Senior Mi Tian? I want to see him.” 

Long Min said, “Progenitor went to the Acacia Tree. After the Vermilion Bird Clan’s internal strife was 

quelled, because Feng Qingxuan possesses half-chaos bloodline and was chosen as the new Vermilion 

Bird young patriarch, Progenitor sent her back personally.” 

Ye Yuan said with some surprise, “Half-chaos bloodline?” 

Long Min said, “Four symbols family clans, extremely talented clansmen might awaken half-chaos 

bloodline, which is also quasi-chaos grade bloodline. They are geniuses with hopes of stepping into 

Great Beyond Realm. During these few years that you were in closed-seclusion, Feng Qingxuan 

awakened half-chaos bloodline and has already broken through to Emperor Sakra Heaven.” 

Ye Yuan was dumbfounded from listening. 



It was still his first time hearing that there was actually such a thing. 

“In that case, our Dragon Clan also has half-chaos bloodline?” Ye Yuan asked curiously. 

“That we don’t. The Dragon Clan has two great progenitors suppressing our destiny. I reckon that it’s 

very hard for half-chaos bloodline to appear. The Vermilion Bird Clan’s progenitor went missing. But a 

half-chaos bloodline appeared now, and they guess that the Vermilion Bird’s Progenitor has already 

been murdered. Of course, this isn’t a certainty either. Progenitor Mi Zhen is very weak now. Maybe our 

Dragon Clan can give birth to half-chaos bloodline too,” Long Min said. 

Ye Yuan said in surprise, “Mi Zhen isn’t dead yet?” 

Long Min let out a sigh and said, “Progenitor Mi Zhen had his blood essence extracted, his strength 

falling greatly. Furthermore, he suffered a devastating blow this time. He has been dispirited and inert 

the entire time. He’s equivalent to a cripple now.” 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “He only had himself to blame! Uh, since Senior Mi Tian isn’t around, I’d 

better go into closed-seclusion.” 

Long Min said in surprise, “You just exited seclusion. You’re going into closed-seclusion again?” 

Ye Yuan pointed at the two small bottles and said with a smile, “Isn’t this burning with eagerness?” 

Long Min frowned, not understanding, but it felt very impressive. 

While talking, the two people had already arrived at the clan, and they saw several young men coming 

head-on, blocking Ye Yuan’s path. 

These few youngsters had extremely strong auras. They were shockingly all Emperor Vast Heaven 

powerhouses! 

And their bloodline auras also crushed everyone. They were actually all peak heaven qian grade! 

Heaven qian grade bloodline was very common on Heavenly Dragon Island. It was not considered very 

impressive. 

But peak heaven qian grade bloodline, that was like the feather of a phoenix and horn of a Qilin, being 

very rare. 

When bloodline reached heaven qian grade, it was like having cultivated to Hegemon Realm. Even 

advancing a fraction was extremely difficult. 

Therefore, on this Heavenly Dragon Island, although everyone’s bloodline was very strong, there was 

actually still a difference in status. 

Such as these few in front of him, one glance and it was clear that their status was extraordinary. 

A total of nine people came. Each and every one had unfriendly expressions. Clearly, they came to look 

for trouble. 

“Young Patriarch Long He, what are you all doing?” Long Min said in a solemn voice. 



“None of your business, Long Min. Scram to one side for this young patriarch! If you dare to poke your 

finger in other people’s business today, this young patriarch will expel you from the Qin Niu lineage!” 

Long He said in a solemn voice. 

Long Min’s expression changed, knowing that things could not be resolved today anymore. 

He looked toward Ye Yuan somewhat apologetically. 

He could not meddle in this matter. 

The latter smiled, indifferent to it. 

The statuses of the nine lineages’ young patriarchs were extraordinary. 

And today was the fight for the Dragon Clan’s young patriarch. He really could not interfere. 

The nine lineages’ young patriarchs originally had many conflicts. 

But, because of Ye Yuan’s appearance, they had a common enemy and actually joined hands. 

Actually, Ye Yuan had long discerned some jealousy from Long Min’s words. 

It was just that he did not think that it came so quickly. 

Heavenly Dragon Island’s nine dragon clan lineages were all the direct descendants of chaos true 

dragons, their bloodlines extremely strong. 

Furthermore, the nine lineages’ powerhouse all inherited a portion of chaos bloodline talents. This was 

what other dragon clans could not compare to. 

It was also precisely because of this that Heavenly Dragon Island was the holy land for the dragon race. 

As for East Billow Region, those dragon clans, their bloodline was comparatively much thinner. 

And among them, the difficulty of giving birth to Hegemon Realms was even greater. 

Long He looked at Ye Yuan and said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan, I’m called Long He, Qin Niu Clan’s young 

patriarch! I challenge you! The loser will withdraw from the Young Patriarch Competition! Do you dare 

to accept the fight?” 

Ye Yuan looked at the other party and said with a smile, “Nine Emperor Vast Heavens coming to 

challenge me, an Emperor Cloud Heaven. Are you guys sure that you’re not kidding?” 

Long He said, “You turned the world upside down amidst the Eternal River chaos, even Great Beyond 

Realms came on a punitive expedition! Furthermore, you cultivated with the power of chaos. Your 

strength should far exceed those in the same rank, right? If we went to get a few Emperor Cloud Heaven 

over, wouldn’t it be insufficient for you to even fill the crevices between your teeth? How can this be 

said as us bullying you?” 

These words were said in a high-sounding way, but actually, it was clearly bullying people. 

Emperor Vast Heaven was Emperor Vast Heaven; Emperor Cloud Heaven was Emperor Cloud Heaven! 



It was not to say that the disparity in-between was impossible to bridge. But it was indeed extremely, 

extremely difficult. 

No matter how exceedingly formidable your means, no matter how powerful your bloodline, the gap 

between cultivation realms was still an insurmountable gulf. 

“Heh, there’s a show to watch now.” 

“You guys guess. Will Ye Yuan be beaten this time until not even his parents can recognize him?” 

“Tch, this guy is at most considered half a dragon, to actually dare covet the position of young patriarch, 

truly wishful thinking!” 

“He thinks that by bringing Progenitor back, he can be lawless and unbridled? For him to have today, 

Progenitor must have made great contributions! The favor of bringing back to the clan has long been 

paid off!” 

… … 

In the Dragon Clan, not everyone felt optimistic about Ye Yuan like Long Jian did. 

Especially that Ye Yuan was just a mixed-blood. They did not acknowledge him at all. 

Heavenly Dragon Island was also a pugilist world in itself, it was naturally impossible for all to be equal. 

In reality, those who entered Heavenly Dragon Island from outside, their status was a grade below to 

begin with. 

Let alone talk about Ye Yuan, this mixed-blood. 

This matter about Progenitor wanting to confer Ye Yuan as young patriarch, it was also unknown how it 

spread. But the vast majority of the people on the island were conflicted about this. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “You make a lot of sense! However, I’ve no interest in the 

position of young patriarch. There’s no need to challenge.” 

Chapter 3012: Overcoming Strength With Strength! 

Hearing this, everyone was stupefied. 

Not interested? 

It was admitting cowardice, right! 

True, a wise man did not fight when the odds were against him! 

However, Long He did not have the intention of letting Ye Yuan off. His figure moved, blocking Ye Yuan’s 

path, and he said with a sneer, “You say that you have no interest, means you have no interest?” 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing and said, “Then what do you want?” 

Long He said coolly, “Unless you kowtow to the nine of us and take the initiative to withdraw from the 

competition for young patriarch!” 



If he kowtowed in front of so many people, even if Progenitor let Ye Yuan be the young patriarch, he 

would not have the face to take on the role too. 

The actions of Long He and the rest seemed very childish to Ye Yuan. 

No matter what, they were Emperor Vast Heaven powerhouses too. 

Even if they wanted to fight for the position of young patriarch, they should rely on strength to vie for it 

too. 

But sometimes, in front of benefits, people tend to appear very immature. 

The position of young patriarch represented greater accomplishments and a higher status! 

Nobody was unmoved. 

Long He and the rest did not look down on Ye Yuan. On the contrary, they regarded Ye Yuan very highly. 

That was why there was such an action. 

Ye Yuan was only Emperor Cloud Heaven now, they could still suppress him. 

But, if Ye Yuan stepped into Emperor Vast Heaven, they would really have no advantage at all. 

Hence, for the position of young patriarch, they unanimously decided to teach Ye Yuan a lesson, making 

him automatically withdraw from the competition for young patriarch. 

Ye Yuan looked at Long He and said with a smile that was not a smile, “In that case, you all are hellbent 

on me taking action? The nine of you think that you’ve cornered me?” 

Long He said coolly, “Cornered you? Huhu, it should be a fair fight for us! Just now, we said it too. You 

cultivated the Eternal River’s chaos, with your strength far surpassing those in the same rank! Moreover, 

if the future lord of the Dragon Clan can’t even suppress us, the young patriarchs of the nine lineages, 

what right do you have to become the lord of the dragon race?” 

Ye Yuan was shocked. He discovered that he actually had nothing to say in response. 

You were clearly full of shit, but why did it sound like it made a lot of sense? 

“Pfff!” 

Ye Yuan snorted with laughter and said, “Alright, you’ve already put it like this. If I were to still decline 

with all sorts of excuses, then I really can’t justify it. Which of you is coming first?” 

The nine people’s eyes lit up, thinking to themselves that this brat indeed could not stand being goaded. 

The few people seemed reckless, but actually, they had long planned it out. 

Ye Yuan’s performance previously, they also took it into their sights. 

Facing Progenitor Mi Zhen, Ye Yuan did not back down in the least bit. It was sufficient to see his pride. 

“I’ll go first!” 



A guy with a dragon’s head and lion’s body stepped forward. This was the Suan Ni Clan’s young 

patriarch, Long Hui1. 

Long Hui had just broken through to Emperor Vast Heaven not long. His strength was lower Emperor 

Vast Heaven. 

Ye Yuan guessed that he should be the weakest among the nine people. 

“Ye Yuan, what you cultivate is the Eternal River’s power of chaos, with boundless power. When we fight 

in a while, you have to show mercy!” Long Hui said with a smile that was not a smile. 

“Relax, I will,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

These few guys really made people speechless. 

They were not like those geniuses, posturing everywhere; instead, they deliberately showed weakness 

to the enemy. 

It was like Ye Yuan was bullying them. 

Their cultivation realms were clearly much higher than Ye Yuan’s. 

Opening the Door of Eternal Life’s first seal and not opening the seal, it was completely different. 

Once the seal was opened, the aura of the Door of Eternal Life would overflow, greatly increasing one’s 

strength. 

Under normal circumstances, Emperor Vast Heaven was invincible against Emperor Cloud Heaven! 

Only those guys with powerful backgrounds and deep foundations could rely on powerful trump cards 

to make up for such a huge disparity. 

But very clearly, the ones who possessed all kinds of trump cards were the nine great young patriarchs! 

It was naturally doubly difficult for Ye Yuan to want to jump realms and fight. 

Ye Yuan’s response directly rendered everyone speechless. 

“Is this boy really stupid or pretending to be dumb? He wouldn’t really think that by cultivating the 

Eternal River’s chaos, he’s invincible under the heavens, right?” 

“Heh heh, he even really dares to agree to it! He probably hasn’t realized who his opponent is, right?” 

“The nine clans’ young patriarchs, each and every one has exceedingly formidable means. They are not 

some ordinary Emperor Vast Heaven!” 

“I think that this Ye Yuan has interacted too much with Hegemon Realms and simply looks down on 

Emperor Vast Heaven. His standards are too high!” 

… … 

In the void, two figures stood side by side. 

These two people were both paying attention to this challenge. 



One of them was precisely the Hegemon Long Jian, who stayed behind to guard Heavenly Dragon Island. 

While the other was the Qin Niu Clan’s progenitor, Hegemon Long Hai! 

“I thought that you’d make a move to stop it,” Long Hai said. 

Long Jian gave the other party a glance and said coolly, “The brats are just fighting in jest. It’s not to be 

taken for real. Moreover, I’m also very curious how strong the power of chaos in the Eternal River is!” 

Long Hai smiled and said, “Yeah, it indeed makes people curious. However, Ye Yuan’s realm is still too 

low. It’s simply impossible to be Long Hui’s match. This boy is too proud. It’s easy to break if one is too 

tough!” 

Long Jian gave a cold snort but did not speak. 

Clearly, he did not feel optimistic about Ye Yuan either. 

This kind of fight was clearly unfair. 

Even the weakest Long Hui was not an ordinary person. 

The dragon race’s young patriarchs did not have a single mediocre person! 

These few people were all seedlings targeted to be Supreme Hegemons in the future! 

This boy really could not be spurred on at all! 

“Make your move!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Long Hui grinned and said, “You’re the genius that Progenitor Mi Tian thinks highly of. Brother Ye, please 

give guidance.” 

Finished saying, Long Hui turned into an afterimage, pouncing straight for Ye Yuan. 

It was only to see him raise his dragon claw and directly smack down toward Ye Yuan without the 

slightest flashiness. 

However, at this moment, his bloodline power directly erupted to the peak. 

“Suan Ni Clan’s bloodline divine ability, Sacred Heaven Seal!” 

“Fine lad, Young Patriarch Long Hui is going to crush domineeringly!” 

“Under bloodline pressure, this move virtually sweeps across those in the same rank! I want to see what 

Ye Yuan will use to receive this move!” 

… … 

Sacred Heaven Seal was the Suan Ni Clan’s divine ability secret technique. 

Coupled with Long Hui’s peak heaven qian grade bloodline, the power was irresistible. 

This move did not have the slightest flashiness. It was an out-and-out crushing. 

It was like hand-to-hand fighting between mortals. 



However, the moment this move was unleashed, that power soared several times over! 

Even if facing ordinary middle Emperor Vast Heavens, Long Hui could directly crush them too! 

As for Ye Yuan, this upper Emperor Cloud Heaven, he never thought that he could receive it at all. 

Ye Yuan’s smartest approach now was to avoid the sharp edge! 

Under the circumstances where there was such a huge gap in cultivation realm, overcoming strength 

with strength did not exist at all. 

However, right at this time, Ye Yuan moved too. 

Similarly, without the slightest flashiness, he raised his fist to meet the enemy. 

In fact, Ye Yuan did not utilize any martial technique! 

Chaos divine essence completely erupted on Ye Yuan’s body, all of it gathering on his fist. 

A genuine overcoming strength with strength! 

When everyone saw this scene, each and every one of them was dumbstruck with shock. 

Was this guy courting death? 

You’re freaking … not even using martial techniques? 

In the void, Long Hai said with a loud laugh, “Hahaha … this boy is really interesting! Just how much is he 

looking down on our dragon race that he’d use this kind of method to fight?” 

In his view, this way of fighting was too laughable. 

An Emperor Cloud Heaven actually chose to confront an Emperor Vast Heaven head-on! 

No matter what you cultivated, this was no different from courting death. 

Boom! 

One human and one dragon, directly collided together. 

Thud, thud, thud … 

Long Hui’s figure retreated ten thousand feet explosively, before barely managing to stabilize. 

His face swelled until it turned purple. 

Chapter 3013: The Power of Chaos Divine Essence! 

“This … How is this possible? The two of them had a frontal confrontation, and Long Hui actually fell into 

a disadvantageous position?” 

“What a joke! Long Hui is Emperor Vast Heaven, and he actually can’t win against an Emperor Cloud 

Heaven?” 



“Furthermore, Ye Yuan didn’t use a martial technique at all. It’s just divine essence erupting! This … This 

is too strong!” 

“Could it be that this is the power of the Eternal River’s chaos? I-Is it really so strong?” 

… … 

The surrounding crowd seethed with excitement at once. 

This result was seriously too unexpected! 

Emperor Cloud Heaven Ye Yuan who did not even use any martial technique directly blew the Emperor 

Vast Heaven Long Hui away! 

This kind of combat strength simply subverted everyone’s understanding of cultivation realm. 

Even Ye Yuan himself was also quite surprised. 

He had long felt the power of the chaos divine essence but did not think that it was so strong. 

In the process of cultivation, Ye Yuan already experienced that his chaos divine essence was extremely 

thick and solid. 

It seemed like that was the most authentic appearance of energy! 

Actually, thinking about it, Ye Yuan felt at ease too. 

Chaos gave birth to all things. Even if it was a high-level plane like Voidshrine Illuminating Heaven, the 

heaven and earth spiritual energy that was derived from chaos was also countless times thinner. 

Long Hai’s laughter cut off abruptly. He looked at Ye Yuan with a look of astonishment, full of disbelief. 

“S-So strong?” Long Hai felt somewhat parched. 

Long Jian glanced at him and said coolly, “He isn’t looking down on the divine race. He’s just testing the 

power of the chaos divine essence. Most likely, even he himself is very surprised too, right?” 

Long Hai’s gaze became slightly intent, and he said, “Long Jian, I say, if we …” 

Long Jian naturally understood what he meant. Giving him a glance, he said coolly, “Do you dare to 

scatter your cultivation?” 

Long Hai was dumbfounded. 

A Supreme Hegemon scattering his cultivation, cultivating from scratch again? 

You had got to be kidding! 

The risk of scattering one’s cultivation was too great! 

Ye Yuan cultivated chaos and had a grand awakening. What about him? 

If he dared to scatter his cultivation, his Dao heart would most likely collapse, his cultivation being 

ruined overnight! 



Therefore, there was no chance! 

But, when Long Hai saw the power of the chaos divine essence, he really coveted it to the extreme! 

If he turned the divine essence in his body into chaos divine essence, even if facing off against a Great 

Beyond powerhouse, he absolutely would not be at a disadvantageous position too! 

While Long Hui was ashamed and resentful to the extreme, it was too humiliating! 

He was Emperor Vast Heaven! 

No matter what reason, losing to an Emperor Cloud Heaven under the situation where it was a frontal 

confrontation, it was something unacceptable. 

“ARGH! Go and die for me!” 

Long Hui bellowed, Emperor Vast Heaven Realm erupting completely, clashing together with Ye Yuan. 

Bang, bang, bang … 

As if having agreed to it, the two people both did not utilize powerful martial techniques. Both chose to 

fight to the bitter end! 

Long Hui wanted face. Ye Yuan did not even utilize martial techniques. So did he have the face to use 

them? 

But the outcome of wanting face was very tragic. 

Ye Yuan threw one punch after another against him, shocking until his innards were almost exploding! 

In an instant, Long Hui experienced an illusion. 

What he was facing was not an Emperor Cloud Heaven but an Emperor Sakra Heaven! 

No matter how he erupted, he was suppressed mercilessly! 

During the first ten moves, he could still barely manage to hold out. 

After ten moves, he spurted fresh blood wildly. 

With each exchange, a large mouthful of blood would be spurted. 

With one exchange, another large mouthful of blood was spurted. 

During the 17th move, Long Hui spurted seven large mouthfuls of blood in a row, having a fist slammed 

onto his chest. 

Long Hui was defeated! 

Long He could not bear to look straight at it and said with a sigh, “Long Hui this guy, his face is still too 

thin! Keeping up appearances to cover up his predicament!” 

The others nodded one after another, deeply feeling that way too. 

Please, already being shameless, what did you still want face for? 



If you were not a match in a frontal confrontation, didn’t you freaking know how to use your ultimate 

move? 

Done fighting a battle, Ye Yuan felt refreshed, his condition reaching its peak. He actually felt an impulse 

to be itching to have a go. 

This kind of clash was very refreshing. 

When everyone saw it, they could not help being speechless. 

This guy got addicted to fighting! 

However, with just this fight, no one dared to underestimate him anymore. 

Chaos divine essence was too impressive! 

The current Ye Yuan absolutely had the capital to have a fight with Emperor Vast Heavens! 

“Actually, I also really want to test the power of chaos divine essence. Just nice, you guys came knocking 

on the door. Just take it as letting me try it out. Who’s next?” Ye Yuan said excitedly. 

“Me!” Chao Feng Clan’s young patriarch, Long Zhu, stepped forward. 

“Alright, I’m coming!” 

With a swoosh, Ye Yuan directly disappeared. 

Long Zhe’s expression changed drastically, the power of rules surging. A hurricane rose from the ground 

up. 

His figure also immediately dissipated where he stood. 

All of a sudden, countless sword lights swiped the sky. 

Sword rain that filled the sky, completely locking down this region of space. 

Amidst the sword rain, a fierce gale surged, sounds of metal clashing emitting from time to time. 

It seemed like that gust of wild wind wanted to break free from the constraints of the sword rain, but no 

matter what he did, he could not break free. 

The Universe Sword Formation was like a steel shackle, locking the hurricane inside that area of space. 

“Too strong! This chaos divine essence increased the power of the sword formation by at least several 

dozen times!” 

“Long Zhu has already unleashed all of his means, but there’s completely no chance!” 

“No, Long Zhu still has a last resort! It looks like he’s going to use it!” 

… … 

Before the voice faded, an aura of chaos erupted from the sword formation. 

“Heavenly River Outbreak!” 



It was only to hear Long Zhu roar inside the Sword Formation. The sword formation emitted a burst of 

sound that was extremely grating on the ears. 

Two extremely strong forces tore space to shreds. 

What the Chao Wind Clan inherited was the talent of wind. 

As the young patriarch, Long Zhu naturally inherited a chaos innate divine ability too. 

This move, Heavenly River Outbreak, was the chaos innate divine ability! 

When Long Zhu stepped into the realm of Hegemon in the future, if this move shattered the void, 

slaughtering tens of thousands of people would be a cinch too. 

However, what disappointed people was that the sword formation did not budge an inch! 

The expressions of the other eight great young patriarchs changed over and over again, already feeling 

shocked to the extreme. 

Previously, they said that they wanted to witness the power of the chaos divine essence. 

Now, they saw it. 

This was a might that had no weakness to exploit! 

The other few people were a little stronger than Long Zhu, but they were not much stronger too. 

They touched their own hearts and felt that being inside this sword formation, they would simply be at 

the end of their rope! 

Chaos innate divine ability was their final pride. 

But, after using the final pride, he could not even make the sword formation waver a little. 

This was too demoralizing! 

Chi! Chi! Chi! 

Only to hear a series of scratching sounds that were grating on the ears coming out of the sword 

formation. 

Those swords seemingly sliced on their bodies. 

Thud! 

Long Zhu fell to the ground powerlessly, without the strength to fight anymore. 

The whole place was deathly silent. 

Ye Yuan withdrew his divine ability, very satisfied with the power of the Universe Sword Formation. 

If not for chaos divine essence, Ye Yuan’s Universe Sword Formation would have crumbled in one 

exchange. 

The strength of the dragon race’s young patriarch was not for show. 



But, under chaos divine essence, the Universe Sword Formation was as steady as Mount Tai! 

Even if Long Zhu used Heavenly River Outbreak, the Universe Sword Formation was as unmoving as a 

mountain too! 

Long Hai opened his mouth wide. The heat in his eyes could not be hidden no matter what. 

“L-Long Jian, do we really have no chance? I … I’m unwilling!” Long Hai gnashed his teeth and said. 

Long Jian’s two eyes were blood-red too. He wished to scatter his cultivation right away now, and then 

acknowledge Ye Yuan as master. 

This chaos divine essence was really too strong! 

“No way! Can’t be impulsive! Scattering cultivation will kill you!” Long Jian urged Long Hai non-stop, as 

well as telling this to himself. 

Chapter 3014: Fusing Bloodlines, Shocking Change! 

“Is this the strength of the young patriarchs? I even thought that I could enjoy it to my heart’s content. 

But it seems to be somewhat disappointing!” Ye Yuan looked at the Long Zhu, who collapsed on the 

ground, and shook his head as he said with a sigh. 

The expressions of Long He and the few others were very ugly. This was really a public face-slapping. 

Originally thought that dealing with an Emperor Cloud Heaven would be effortless, who could have 

thought that he would be so strong! 

This was really kicking onto a metal plate. 

Long He’s expression turned dark, and he said, “What you used were all human race techniques! Could 

it be that our Dragon CLan is going to be ruled by a human in the future?” 

“Ye Yuan, we view you as family; it’s because of your dragon race bloodline, and not human!” 

“If you want to become the young patriarch, you’ll have to use bloodline talent to prove yourself!” 

These words were really shameless. 

Just now, they said that they wanted to witness the power of the chaos divine essence. Alright, now that 

they could not win, they wanted to compete in bloodline. 

Rustling sounds came from the crowd. Clearly, they felt a great loss in face too. 

But they were still opposed to Ye Yuan becoming their young patriarch. 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing when he heard and said, “Looks like you all are planning to give up and 

act recklessly! However, I’m very stubborn! If you’re not convinced, I’ll beat you until you’re convinced! 

You all want to compete in bloodline, don’t you? Okay, I’ll compete with you guys!” 

The moment these words came out, Long He and the rest were overjoyed in their hearts. 

This boy was really easy to dupe! 



Competing in bloodline, wouldn’t we crush you? 

It would not be to an extent that you were also peak heaven qian grade bloodline, right? 

Even if you were really peak heaven qian grade, you were a major cultivation realm below us! 

Crushing you was an easy thing! 

Of course, this sort of words, they were not easy to say out. 

Either way, Ye Yuan himself agreed. As long as they defeat him, everything would be fine! 

Long He slowly stepped out and said coolly, “Alright. This time, I’ll compete with you!” 

Whoosh! 

There was a commotion in the crowd. 

“This … I seriously can’t watch anymore! Upper Emperor Vast Heaven against upper Emperor Cloud 

Heaven, how does he have the cheek?” 

“This is too much! Why didn’t I discover before that Long He is so shameless?” 

“Ye Yuan has already backed down time and again. Long He is still reaching for a yard after taking an 

inch! Don’t tell me that this is called a fair fight too?” 

… … 

Although everyone felt that Ye Yuan being the dragon race’s young patriarch was not reliable, Long He 

was indeed too much. 

Chaos divine essence was strong. This was already evident to all. 

Long He spurred Ye Yuan on, making him bind both his hands, not allowing him to use chaos divine 

essence. 

Now, Ye Yuan was using bloodline power, and he was also oppressing Ye Yuan with cultivation realm. 

This … a brilliant play! 

Ye Yuan was indifferent. Taking two small bottles out, he smiled and said, “Forget it. Originally, I was 

planning to go into closed-seclusion. But, since you want to compete in bloodline power, I’ll fulfill your 

wish then!” 

Finished saying, he directly absorbed the two drops of blood essence into his body. 

Boom! 

The violent bloodline power instantly erupted. 

Four great bloodlines caused a huge reaction within Ye Yuan’s body all at once. 

Four fearsome forces rose to the sky. The entire Heavenly Dragon Island had a fierce gale that started 

howling. 



With this, everyone was shocked! 

“Eh, that seems to be the blood essence that Progenitor extorted from Bai Zhi and Xuan Taiqing, right?” 

“Ye Yuan directly swallowed it? He’s going to fuse two kinds of bloodlines at once?” 

“It’s not two! It … It’s four! Is this guy crazy? He’ll blow up and die!” 

… … 

The moment his aura was released, people discovered to their shock that it turned out Ye Yuan actually 

already had two kinds of bloodlines in his body! 

Now, Ye Yuan actually collected Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermilion Bird, and Black Tortoise, four 

great bloodlines! 

Furthermore, he was going to merge them together at the same time! 

This way of doing things was really too crazy! 

No one dared to fuse these four kinds of bloodlines at the same time. The berserk chaos energy would 

directly blow people up. 

Even the most talented bloodline warrior did not dare as well! 

This approach was no different from committing suicide. 

Yet, Ye Yuan did it! 

When Long Hai saw the situation, he could not help laughing as he said, “This boy is really tired of living! 

He actually wants to fuse four great supreme chaos bloodlines at the same time?” 

But Long Jian’s expression became strange, and he said, “That’s not right! It turns out that Progenitor 

left behind these two races’ bloodline for Ye Yuan! Doesn’t that mean that Progenitor is planning to see 

Ye Yuan fusing the bloodlines?” 

Long Hai’s expression changed, and he said, “How is this possible? In this world, it’s impossible for 

anyone to fuse the four great bloodlines together!” 

But Long Jian disagreed and shook his head and said, “Didn’t you notice that Ye Yuan has already 

perfectly fused the dragon and phoenix, two races’ bloodlines?” 

Long Hai was shocked, only then noticing that he had overlooked this. 

Without a doubt, Progenitor valued Ye Yuan very much. 

For his sake, he even did not balk at offending the Hegemons of all the heavens! 

Then it was impossible for Progenitor to watch Ye Yuan send himself to death, unless he was sure that 

Ye Yuan could perfectly fuse the four great bloodlines! 

But how was this possible? 

The two great Supreme Hegemons had both fallen into immense shock. 



Within Ye Yuan’s body, bloodlines boiled over! 

All the blood in his body was like boiling water, jostling against the meridians in his entire body until it 

was almost exploding. 

However, Ye Yuan was long prepared for this situation. 

In the Dao sword, the origin of blood flowed out and started to draw the four great bloodlines together. 

Then it continuously mixed them. 

Like everyone, Long He also thought that Ye Yuan was bringing about his own doom. 

But, along with the passage of time, he discovered that Ye Yuan’s aura had gradually stabilized. 

The four great bloodlines actually showed signs of merging together. 

His expression changed, figure moving explosively, attacking Ye Yuan! 

“Stop!” Long Jian’s angry cry came from the void. 

At the same time, he was about to make a move to stop Long He. 

“It’s fine. Let him come over!” Ye Yuan endured the immense pain and said lightly. 

Long Jian’s brows furrowed, and sure enough, he stopped taking action. 

Boom! 

The place where Ye Yuan was standing directly had a large hole smashed out. 

But he was long gone. 

Ye Yuan’s aura was still climbing frenziedly. 

Above the void, the phantoms of the four great chaos true spirits were currently condensing gradually. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Long He’s strength was formidable. 

But unfortunately, his movement technique was still too slow. 

Ye Yuan possessed the chaos divine essence. When executing spatial rule, his speed was swift to the 

extreme. 

As long as he did not confront Long He head-on, Long He could not catch up at all. 

“Ye Yuan, what kind of hero are you considered if you avoid like this and not fight!” Long He shouted 

angrily. 

Depressed! 

He, a dignified upper Emperor Vast Heaven, actually could not catch up to an Emperor Cloud Heaven! 

“Hur hur, no rush. You’ll be crying in a while!” Ye Yuan said with a light laugh. 



At this time, the four great bloodlines within Ye Yuan’s body gradually had laws of operation under the 

guidance of the origin of blood. 

Four kinds of bloodlines formed one tiny whirlpool after another in Ye Yuan’s meridians. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the four great bloodlines directly fused together. 

A surging power of chaos erupted within Ye Yuan’s body! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, and he actually felt the power of chaos divine essence! 

He was overjoyed in his heart. The fusion of the four great bloodlines actually had such a miraculous 

effect! 

He hurriedly revolved the Chaos Heaven Trampling Skill, guiding the chaos divine essence. 

And in the outside world, Ye Yuan’s aura was rising crazily, directly reaching grand completion Emperor 

Cloud Heaven! 

Boom! 

Above the void, the Door of Eternal Life appeared once again! 

Chapter 3015: You All Play by Yourselves, as Long as You’re Happy! 

“Door of Eternal Life! He’s going to assault Emperor Vast Heaven!” 

Only to see Ye Yuan slam a punch out, chaos divine essence gushed out like tidewater, smashing onto 

the first seal like a cannon shell. 

Everyone’s expression changed. They felt an impact that defied all comparison! 

Boom! 

The first seal opened in response! 

“It opened? This is also a little too easy, right?” 

“Isn’t it that easy? You think about it. When he was upper Emperor Cloud Heaven previously, he already 

beat the nine great young patriarchs until they didn’t have the strength to fight back!” 

“With four great bloodlines fusing, it made me feel an endless power! It’s as if this power came out of 

the Door of Eternal Life!” 

“It turns out that the four great bloodlines fusing is the power of chaos?” 

… … 

Smashing open the first seal with a punch, it was too simple. 

Ye Yuan felt a sacred aura overflowing from the Door of Eternal Life, flowing into his body. 

It was as if he had ascended to a higher level too. 



“Is this the power of the Door of Eternal Life? Indeed miraculous! Just what is at that end of the Door of 

Eternal Life? No wonder every Hegemon Realm yearns to transcend the Great Beyond. This divine power 

seriously makes people yearn for it!” 

Feeling this divine aura, Ye Yuan could not help feeling vicissitudes of emotion. 

In the past, he did not understand. 

But now, he somewhat understood. 

The Hegemons could transcend samsara, could shatter the void with martial arts, and could surmount 

all life. 

But, this Door of Eternal Life was like a shackle, locking them in this region of chaos. 

This was a door that led to a new world, but they were unable to pass through. 

Rumble … 

Endless tribulation clouds condensed above the void. 

Dao tribulation arrived again! 

The sky was a pitch dark mass, giving people an extremely gloomy feeling. 

Anyone also knew that the power of this Dao tribulation was not small. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort, the Dao sword condensing in his hand. 

The surging chaos divine essence poured into the Dao sword in its entirety. 

Hence, he swung his sword and pointed straight at the firmament. 

An incomparably swift and fierce sword light directly split the sky into two! 

Boom! 

The tribulation clouds scattered with a loud bang! 

His strength already far surpassed the power of the Dao tribulation. 

This level of Dao tribulation could not pose a threat to him anymore. 

However, Ye Yuan also knew that the day that he broke through to Hegemon, Heavenly Dao would 

definitely do its best to stop him. 

At that time, it would definitely be the power of destruction! 

The tribulation of Hegemon was when he would truly fight with Heavenly Dao. 

At this time, Ye Yuan held the Dao sword in his hand, standing in the air with unparalleled splendor, 

blinding everyone’s eyes. 

Even Hegemons could not be as free and easy as him too, cutting the Dao tribulation down above the 

firmament! 



Long He’s expression was ashen. He discovered that he was simply a weakling in front of Ye Yuan. 

His provocative action today was completely in order to help Ye Yuan achieve his aim. 

The current Ye Yuan looked like a great hero of his generation no matter how one looked at him, lording 

over the world! 

Meanwhile, he was the stepping stone beneath the foot of the overlord! 

Ye Yuan retracted his gaze, landed on Long He’s body once more, and he said coolly, “Long He, you 

asked me to use bloodline power to have a battle with you. Receive my move then!” 

Long He instinctively wanted to refuse, but Ye Yuan did not give him a chance at all. He already threw a 

punch over. 

Boom! 

It seemed to be an ordinary punch, but the four great true spirit bloodline powers in Ye Yuan’s body 

erupted at the same time. 

Then it condensed into an incomparably sacred power of chaos, smashing over toward Long He. 

Long He’s expression changed drastically, feeling like the sky had fallen down. 

Without the slightest hesitation, he directly brought out his chaos innate divine ability! 

“Heavenly Thunder Change!” 

With a bellow, a clap of thunder out of Long He’s mouth, blasting until everyone’s eardrums hurt. 

The moment the clap of thunder came out, a destructive aura poured out. 

And right at this time, Ye Yuan’s fist had arrived! 

Boom! 

A loud bang, ten times louder than Long He’s clap of thunder. 

Long He’s clap of thunder was actually forcibly smashed back by Ye Yuan! 

The power of chaos was unstoppable! 

It was only to hear Long spurt out a large mouthful of blood with a cough, directly being smashed 

underground by Ye Yuan. 

Everyone drew a breath of cold air, looking toward Ye Yuan in horror. 

This punch was strong until it made people’s hearts palpitate! 

Among the nine great young patriarchs, Long He was the oldest, and his strength was the greatest. 

Upper Emperor Vast Heaven, coupled with chaos innate divine ability, he was absolutely not what 

ordinary people could jump realms to fight. 



But Ye Yuan seemed to have unleashed the power of great antiquity, smashing Long He’s innate divine 

ability back with one punch! 

“S-So strong! The fusion of the four symbols true spirit bloodlines, such an ordinary punch actually 

erupted with such horrifying power! This boy is going to defy the heavens!” Long Hai said in shock. 

The power of this punch was naturally very weak to him. 

But, to an Emperor Vast Heaven, it was ridiculously strong. 

This was because Ye Yuan did not use any method at all. He just released the pressure of his fusion 

bloodline and threw out an ordinary punch. 

But, it was this ordinary punch that leapfrogged two minor realms, thrashing Young Patriarch Long He 

until he did not have an unscathed spot on his body! 

It could be imagined that if Ye Yuan was in the same realm as him, he could blow him up with one 

punch! 

Furthermore, he clearly felt the power of the Door of Eternal Life from that punch earlier. 

This power did not originate from the Door of Eternal Life but the fusion of the four great bloodlines! 

Long Jian similarly said in shock, “The fusion of the four great bloodlines can actually give off the power 

of the Door of Eternal Life? Doesn’t this mean that the four great true spirits’ bloodlines actually have 

some kind of connection with the Door of Eternal Life?” 

Long Hai and Long Jian were both frightened by this conjecture. 

For so many years, the four clans had gone about their own ways and even went on expeditions against 

each other. 

But he did not expect that the fusion of these four powers could actually produce such a fantastical 

effect. 

Long Hai said, “If that’s the case, if the four great progenitors joined hands, can they open the Door of 

Eternal Life?” 

Long Jian’s expression changed, and he shook his head and said, “This … is hard to say, but this is too 

dangerous! The Door of Eternal Life grants us power, but it’s also extremely dangerous!” 

Long Hai’s expression also became ugly. But this temptation was really great! 

Just as everyone was in shock, Long He crawled out from underneath the earth. 

Fresh blood sprayed wildly from his body; he was very miserable. 

Half of this was the power of Ye Yuan’s punch. The other half was the power of his Heavenly Thunder 

Change’s smothered explosion. 

Urgh, it was completely borne by him. 



“You … You won! From now on, the nine of us won’t compete for the position of young patriarch 

anymore! The dragon race’s young patriarch is yours!” Long He said weakly. 

The other eight also had dimmed faces. 

They had fought for so many years. In the end, it was snatched away by a guy who popped out from god 

knows where. 

To say that there was no reluctance, that was impossible. 

But Ye Yuan’s strength and potential were really beyond strong. 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said with a smile, “You guys keep competing. Take it as if I don’t exist! I won’t 

fight for whatever dragon race young patriarch. You guys also don’t need to worry that Senior Mi Tian 

will confer me the position of young patriarch. This is because he knows that I’m not interested in this at 

all. Uh, you all play by yourselves, as long as you’re happy.” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan left with his hands behind his back, looking very natural and unrestrained. 

The remaining group of people had dumbfounded faces. You beat until so miserably when you were not 

freaking vying for it? 

Hang on! It seems like this guy said that he was not fighting for it from the start! 

It was just that, at that time, nobody believed it at all. 

Chapter 3016: Responsibility! 

“Hahaha …” 

When Mi Tian heard about the matter of the nine clans’ young patriarchs, he burst out laughing and 

said, “Ye Yuan that boy, forget about whatever young patriarch, even if this progenitor gave this position 

of progenitor to him, he won’t even look at it in his eyes!” 

Long He and the rest who were kneeling on the ground could not help breaking out into a cold sweat. 

It turns out that what Ye Yuan said were heartfelt words! 

Yet, none of them believed it at all! 

Furthermore, Progenitor did not have any intention of letting Ye Yuan be whatever young patriarch at 

all. 

This … it was really asking for a rebuff, and they even lost so much face. 

“P-Progenitor, forgive our mistake!” Long He and the rest broke out in heavy sweat. 

“The few of you, put more thoughts into cultivation is the right path! The calamity of the blood race will 

soon sweep throughout all the heavens. Time won’t wait for us!” Mi Tian said in earnest. 

“Yes, Progenitor!” Long He and the others perspired from embarrassment and withdrew. 

Once everyone left, Long Jian complained with a black face, “Progenitor, Ye Yuan that boy is too 

condescending! I sent people to call him over, saying that you came back. He’s actually making you go 



over in person! Hanging around that bunch of monsters all day, fiddling with those medicinal pills of his, 

how preposterous!” 

Mi Tian smiled when he heard that and said, “Hur hur, when this boy starts tinkering with medicinal 

pills, he doesn’t recognize his closest relatives! But this boy is a man of his word. He once promised to 

save those bloodline warriors. He’ll definitely do his best! Furthermore, he has fused with the four great 

true spirit bloodlines now. Maybe he had some unexpected gains. Come on, go and take a look 

together.” 

Long Jian was dispirited. He felt that Progenitor pampered Ye Yuan too much. 

This boy belonged to that kind that went from bad to worse. 

If you gave him face, his tail could curl up to the sky! 

Also, not cultivating properly and tinkering with those medicinal pills, what was the damn use? 

To them, this kind of chaos true spirits, they actually did not think too highly of heavenly pills. 

Their bloodlines were powerful, and they were extremely talented. Cultivating was also very fast. 

The two people quietly came to Ye Yuan’s closed-seclusion area. Ye Yuan was currently mustering his 

energy like a mountain, Great Dao contending. Amidst the nirvanic rebirth fire, a heavenly pill was 

currently gradually condensing. 

By now, Ye Yuan’s pill refinement had already become somewhat casual. 

Back then, Cloudmount’s flower blooming with one hand, one thought, opened another door in 

Alchemy Dao for Ye Yuan. 

As the saying went, there was nothing that could not be refined in the world. Ye Yuan already had a 

preliminary understanding of it. 

And Voidshrine Illuminating Heaven could really be said to be the paradise of heavenly alchemists. 

Heavenly Dragon Island’s heavenly medicines had a huge variety of strains, with the quality being 

extremely good. Ye Yuan simply felt like it was inexhaustible. 

During these few days that Mi Tian was not around, he had been in closed-seclusion the whole time to 

study bloodlines. Now, he finally had some leads. 

“Condense!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold cry; the pill formed! 

Behind him, Zhao Yue brought three months and sat up straight on the ground, like pets. 

They completely did not understand what Ye Yuan was doing, the look in their eyes somewhat vacant. 

But Zhao Yue’s eyes held some light. 

He still had a residual trace of intelligence remaining. There was a trace of desire to return in the depths 

of his heart. 



Hence, the look in his eyes became bright. 

“The bloodlines in their entire bodies have already been broken. Even their origin divinities have been 

corroded too, they already can’t be considered human anymore! No matter how formidable the 

heavenly pill, it can’t save them too! Kid, you’re wasting time!” Long Jian spoke up. 

Ye Yuan ignored him, directly stuffing the heavenly pill into the mouth of one of the bloodline warriors. 

That bloodline warrior stuck his tongue out, rubbing against Ye Yuan’s trouser legs as if ingratiating 

himself, just like a little doggy. 

Ye Yuan’s heart could not help aching. In his view, a person’s most valuable thing was dignity! 

A scholar prefers death to humiliation! 

But Mi Zhen and Dragonsand and the rest trampled these people’s dignity ruthlessly underfoot. 

Mi Tian had spent a long time with Ye Yuan. How could he not understand what he was thinking? 

He sighed slightly and said, “Mi Zhen deserves to die. If you want to kill him, I won’t stop you!” 

Long Jian’s expression changed, and he looked toward Mi Tian in shock as he said, “Progenitor, this …” 

Mi Tian waved his hand and said, “Heavenly Dragon Island is far removed from the masses and reality. 

How can it understand the hardships of all life? When this progenitor roamed the heavens, fooling 

around all the time, I never placed them in my eyes at all too. But, after dying once and falling into 

damnation for hundreds of thousands of years, this progenitor has already seen through many 

principles. This progenitor learned many things from Ye Yuan.” 

He really learned a lot from Ye Yuan. 

Such as responsibility! 

He was the dragon race’s progenitor, but the vast majority of the time, he fooled around in the mortal 

world, throwing the Dragon Clan’s affairs to Mi Zhen. 

He had never really shouldered the Dragon Clan’s responsibility before. 

But Ye Yuan? 

In the war that swept throughout the entire Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, Ye Yuan was merely an 

ant. 

However, he assumed the responsibility that he should not have shouldered, defending the human race 

time and again. 

This shouldering of responsibility made Mi Tian feel great respect. 

It was also precisely because of this responsibility that he would insist on sending him back. 

If it were others, could they have done it? 

These people had nothing to do with Ye Yuan. 



He originally could have discarded them away after finishing making use of them. This was also the least 

troublesome method. 

But Mi Tian knew that it was impossible. 

It was because they had already become a responsibility to Ye Yuan! 

Long Jian was shocked! 

He discovered that Progenitor became very different from before! 

He had always thought that Ye Yuan was the successor that Progenitor appointed. 

But now, he felt that Progenitor and Ye Yuan seemed more like bosom friends who swore to live or die 

together. 

It was just that this kind of sensation was too ridiculous. 

A Great Beyond Realm overlord being friends with a junior who was just Emperor Vast Heaven Realm? 

In the cultivation world, cultivation realm was the greatest gulf. 

Emperor Vast Heaven and Emperor Vast Heaven could become friends, but it was absolutely impossible 

for Emperor Vast Heaven and Emperor Sakra Heaven to become friends. 

That was the difference in level, no question being asked. 

But Mi Tian and Ye Yuan had clearly broken this wide chasm. 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and shook his head and said, “His life and death had better be left to Zhao 

Yue they all! I think nobody is more qualified to determine his life or death than Zhao Yue they all.” 

Mi Tian nodded and said, “All right. Do you really have confidence?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Their situation is very complicated. It’s a little hard. However, I have some leads.” 

Long Jian’s mouth curled. Clearly, he still did not believe it. 

Reconstructing was harder than destroying. Wanting to let these people recover back to new, it was 

really harder than ascending to heaven. 

To some extent, they were already another form of organism. 

Therefore, although Mi Tian was very familiar with Ye Yuan’s methods, he still somewhat doubted it. 

Right at this time, that bloodline warrior suddenly fell to the ground in agony, spasming non-stop on the 

ground. 

“ARGHHH …” The bloodline warrior let out miserable cries that struck the heart. 

And some of the thorns and claws on his body were actually retrograding! 

When Long Jian saw this scene, his eyes could not help going wide, and he cried out in shock, “This … 

How is this possible?” 



Ye Yuan said coolly, “Nothing is impossible. There’s no fixed law in the world. Since he can become like 

this, there’s naturally a way to turn him back too. It just depends on whether or not one can find the 

correct method. However … it seems to still be somewhat lacking!” 

Talking until the back, Ye Yuan could not help sighing lightly. 

Sure enough, that bloodline warrior’s retrogression stopped. 

However, most of the monster forms on his body were already gone. 

Ye Yuan went up to inspect the bloodline warrior, absorbed in thought. 

Chapter 3017: Saint Force! 

“Although they all became like this, the blood race’s understanding of true spirit bloodlines has clearly 

reached an extremely profound level! Now that they have obtained the four clans’ chaos grade 

bloodlines, the time for the Chaos Bloodstone to come into being will probably be greatly shortened!” 

Finished inspecting the bloodline warrior, Ye Yuan had a solemn look on his face as he said. 

It was true that these bloodline warriors were defective goods. But their combat strength had soared 

significantly! 

Especially Zhao Yue, his strength approached Supreme Hegemon! 

This kind of method could not be accomplished casually. 

Mi Tian said, “I don’t have confidence in beating that Blood Two!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Just a clone is already so strong? Senior, then do you feel that he can really 

transcend the Great Beyond1?” 

Mi Tian smiled bitterly and said, “Whether or not he can transcend the Great Beyond, nobody knows 

either! There was once a Great Beyond powerhouse who attempted to pass through the Door of Eternal 

Life, but the price was perishing and his Dao dissipated! Therefore, everyone guesses that only by 

completely pushing open the Door of Eternal Life can one reach the Great Beyond! But this is also 

merely a speculation, that’s all! Because nobody can push open the Door of Eternal Life fully! Samsara 

that old thing should be about there. If the Chaos Bloodstone comes into being, I think he can do it too! 

As for whether or not he can transcend the Great Beyond, there’s no way of knowing!” 

Great Beyond powerhouses were existences that pushed open the Door of Eternal Life! 

The moment the Door of Eternal Life opened, Hegemon Realm powerhouses would be able to 

communicate with Heavenly Dao. Every movement and action carried a sacred aura. 

Therefore, their strength was significantly greater than Hegemon Realms. 

However, the vast majority of Great Beyond powerhouses only pushed half of the door open. 

Meanwhile, the powerhouses who pushed open the other half as well were all the strongest existences 

in this world[2.To clarify, olden days manors in ancient China have massive doors that were made up of 

left and right sides. You’ll have to push up both sides in order to fully open the ‘door’.]! 



Only those who reached this realm, could truly have the qualifications to pursue transcendence. 

Mi Tian was currently pushing open the other half of the Door of Eternal Life. Therefore, his strength 

was stronger than Hegemon Kong Nie and Hegemon Qian Yu! 

“But, what’s certain is that, once the Door of Eternal Life is completely opened, one’s strength will 

definitely have a qualitative leap! At that time, I’m afraid that Samsara that old thing won’t be his match 

anymore either!” Mi Tian added on. 

Ye Yuan sighed and said, “Having obtained the four great chaos grade bloodlines, there’s practically no 

suspense in him completely pushing open the Door of Eternal Life!” 

Mi Tian’s pupils constricted, and he said, “What have you found?” 

Bloodline power emerged from Ye Yuan’s body, a vortex formed in his hand, and a sacred aura 

transmitted over. 

Mi Tian cried out in surprise, “Saint force! You … You can actually utilize saint force!” 

Opening the first seal, Emperor Vast Heaven powerhouses would be able to mobilize the aura of the 

Door of Eternal Life to fight the enemy. 

But it was also merely being stained with a trace of aura, that was all. 

Even if it was Hegemon Realm powerhouses, they were unable to employ saint force too! 

Only by pushing open the Door of Eternal Life, becoming a Great Beyond powerhouse, could one use 

saint force! 

But Ye Yuan was just Emperor Vast Heaven, and he could actually utilize saint force already. How could 

he not be shocked? 

Long Jian also said in shock, “What? This … This is saint force? I even thought that …” 

Mi Tian nodded and said, “Although it’s very weak, it’s saint force. No mistake about it! The two auras 

are very similar, but the power is poles apart! It’s also no wonder that you didn’t discover it too!” 

When Ye Yuan defeated Long He with one punch, Long Jian felt this power too. 

At that time, he only thought that the move was tainted with the aura of the Door of Eternal Life. But he 

did not expect that that was genuine saint force! 

Ye Yuan said, “My dragon race bloodline hasn’t reached peak heaven qian grade yet, so the saint force is 

still very weak. But the Chaos Bloodstone obtained four great chaos bloodlines. Most likely … its power 

is unimaginable!” 

Mi Tian drew a deep breath and said with a bitter smile, “Who could have thought that after the four 

great chaos bloodlines fuse together, it will actually have such a terrifying effect? With this, it’s really 

troublesome!” 

The four great true spirit bloodlines could not be fused at all! 

Therefore, for countless years, nobody could find the connection. 



But there were always exceptions in this world. 

The Chaos Bloodstone was similarly born from chaos. Furthermore, it innately comprehended the most 

fundamental origin of blood! 

Only he could perfectly fuse the four great true spirit bloodlines together! 

Of course, Ye Yuan was similarly an exception. 

He used the Dao sword to fuse with the origin of blood and virtually possessed the same ability as the 

Chaos Bloodstone. 

“Sigh, there’s no news from those three old fellows at all. Now, there’s half-chaos bloodlines appearing. 

Most likely . .. they are fraught with grim possibilities! If the four of our strengths are gathered, we 

might have some way to deal with the Chaos Bloodstone,” Mi Tian said with a sigh. 

“It’s not necessarily impossible!” Ye Yuan suddenly said. 

Mi Tian’s eyes lit up and he said, “You have a way to find them?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It’s not finding them, but that I discovered that chaos grade bloodline 

might not be insurmountable. It’s just that the conditions are a little too harsh! If there’s a chance, 

maybe I can upgrade all four bloodlines to chaos grade!” 

“What?! Kid, food can be anyhow eaten, but words can’t be anyhow said! Chaos grade bloodline has 

never been born post-natal for countless years! On what basis can you reach chaos grade?” Long Jian 

cried out in surprise. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “In the past, there wasn’t. But it doesn’t mean that there won’t be in the 

future! Then have you seen before an Emperor Vast Heaven that can utilize saint force in the past?” 

Long Jian choked and was immediately rendered speechless. 

He was caught off-guard by this posturing. 

“This … This is different! According to you, then wouldn’t each of us from the true spirit race be able to 

become chaos true spirits?” Long Jian argued fiercely. 

“In theory, that’s the case! It’s just that I also said earlier, the conditions are very harsh. The blood race 

had done research for more than 100 thousand years on Blood Dragon Island. In my view, it’s probably 

for this! Furthermore, they should have achieved great results. Just look at Zhao Yue, and you’ll know. 

But what they pursue is combat power. As for the rest, they don’t care at all.” Ye Yuan said. 

Long Jian and Mi Tian could not help being speechless. However, they felt that what Ye Yuan said was 

very likely. 

Zhao Yue was originally just an origin powerhouse. He was not even at the Hegemon Realm. 

But now, his combat power approached Supreme Hegemon! 

This kind of leap was simply unimaginable when placed in ordinary times. 

But the blood race did it, didn’t they? 



“You fused the origin of blood and also gained enlightenment in the Eternal River. Now, you also fused 

together the four races’ bloodlines. Perhaps, you’re the biggest variable in this calamity! Therefore, if 

you need any help, feel free to speak up,” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Right now, there’s really something that I need Senior to help with.” 

“Speak.” 

“Senior, please send some powerhouses to follow me and charge back to Grand Brightjade Complete 

Heaven!” 

Mi Tian was taken aback and said with a smile, “Right, it’s about time. You should go back! Long Jian, 

bring some people and go along with him.” 

At this time, the bloodline warrior on the ground slowly got up, looking at the surrounding scenery, a 

blank look on his face. 

But very soon, he seemed to have remembered something. Kneeling before Ye Yuan with a thud, he 

cried bitterly as he said, “Your Excellency’s grace of rebirth, Jiang Zhennan will engrave it in my heart! 

From now on, this lowly one’s life is Your Excellency’s!” 

By the side, Long Jian was incomparably shocked. 

This bloodline warrior actually regained his mental faculties! 

The heavenly pill that Ye Yuan refined was actually so magical? 

Chapter 3018: Heaven One’s twilight! 

Eastward, twilight. 

On the city walls, Yang Qing was waiting with his legs crossed, eager for battle already. 

It was just that the injuries all over his body and haggard look showed how dreadful his battle was. 

“Ye Yuan this scoundrel, don’t know where he’s being carefree now either! Tsk tsk, when this punk 

returns and sees this seat’s current strength, he’ll definitely be shocked until his jaw will hit the ground! 

At that time, I’ll thrash him brutally. Who asked this guy to always stop me from posturing! Mn, it’s 

merrily decided like this!” 

When his brain made up the image of pummeling Ye Yuan, the corners of Yang Qing’s mouth curled, 

very happy. 

In a blink of an eye, more than a hundred years had passed. His cultivation realm rose quickly and 

already reached upper Emperor Vast Heaven! 

Such a fast cultivation speed, it was rarely seen in the entire Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven too. 

The current Yang Qing had already grown into a war general of the Heaven One Alliance. 

The Emperor Realm powerhouses that died under his name already reached more than a hundred. He 

could be said to have made brilliant achievements in war! 



Of course, he paid a heavy price too. 

During the past hundred years, he fought no idea how many times, got injured God knows how many 

times, and had died who knows how many times already. 

“Tch, with just the likes of you? Do you believe that when my Big Brother Ye Yuan comes back, he’ll be 

able to smack you flying with a slap?” By the side, Jingfei said disdainfully. 

The current Jingfei’s strength could not be underestimated too. She had already stepped into the 

Emperor Realm. 

And the Big Yellow beside her had already reached grand completion Emperor Cloud Heaven too. 

“You lass, you’re clearly being stubborn! I admit that Ye Yuan is very formidable. He’s just a little worse 

than me. But, to say that he can catch up to me within a hundred years, I’m afraid that you don’t believe 

it too, right? Hahaha …” Yang Qing said smugly. 

Jingfei rolled her eyes and stopped talking. 

Indeed, Yang Qing’s progress these few years was somewhat terrifying. 

Jingfei also had no choice but to admire this guy’s monstrousness. 

Yang Qing this guy was normally cheeky and frivolous, but his pride was actually really strong. 

Ye Yuan’s existence was like a whip that continuously spurred him on. 

Even if he was not here. 

“If Young Master wants to thrash you, he doesn’t need to surpass you in cultivation realm. Therefore, 

you’re definitely not his match.” Big Yellow supplemented with a stab. 

Yang Qing was indifferent and said with a sneer, “Just based on this sentence of yours, I’ll definitely beat 

him until he can’t get up!” 

Right at this time, a voice sounded out at an inappropriate timing. 

“You all are thinking too much. That brat has probably long died at some other planes! Furthermore, 

he’s humanity’s traitor. Even if he really returns, then he’s also our enemy! This seat will definitely finish 

him off for good!” 

Swoosh! 

Yang Qing’s spear tip was already pressed on the other person’s throat, and he said coldly, “Qing Shan, if 

you want to court death, try saying another word!” 

Qin Shan smiled and said, “He’s a traitor. This is already the final verdict that the various Hegemons 

have concluded. Could it be that it can still be fake? Even if you kill me, it can’t change this fact too!” 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan is not a traitor! He’s Heaven One Alliance’s great hero!” Jingfei said. 



“Yes, I admit that he has done very great things! But, him being controlled by the blood race’s 

progenitor, this is an undeniable fact! It’s no use even if you guys deny it,” Qin Shan shrugged and said 

with a smile. 

Back then, Qin shan was slapped time and again by Ye Yuan in the Extreme Medicine Sect. He was still 

very unhappy with Ye Yuan. 

Now, the Absolute Heaven Barrier had already been breached and the Heaven One alliance was facing 

imminent danger. He had no choice but to go to the front line too. 

The city where they were at was called West Sun City. It was a stronghold of the human race. 

Ten years ago, the Absolute Heaven Barrier collapsed with a loud bang, several Hegemons fell, and 

Heaven One Alliance was in a precarious situation. 

In ten years, the alliance’s defensive line fell back time and again, looking as if it was going to be a 

complete collapse. 

West Sun City was one of the remaining strongholds. 

Suddenly, one powerful aura after another approached from afar. 

Yang Qing’s gaze turned cold, and he pulled back his spear and said in a solemn voice, “The blood race 

has come. There’s work to do again! Qin Shan, I hope that you die at the hands of the blood race.” 

Qin Shan smiled and said, “You too!” 

Yang Qing laughed and said, “What kind of desperate situation hasn’t you Grandpa Qing encountered 

before? With just the likes of this bunch of trash, they can kill me? Rather it’s you who’s too weak!” 

Qin Shan’s mouth curled, and he stopped talking. 

He knew that this guy was famous for being a cockroach. 

Every time that he thought that he was dead, he came back again in the end! 

When he was Emperor Cloud Heaven, Yang Qing was ambushed and besieged by more than ten 

Emperor Realm powerhouses. There was even an Emperor Vast Heaven powerhouse among them. 

At that time, everyone thought that he was dead for sure. In the end, this guy was maimed and returned 

just like that with injuries all over his body, and he even carried a few heads in his hands. 

After that battle, he also broke through the first seal in one go, breaking through to Emperor Vast 

Heaven! 

Remembering when Yang Qing and Ye Yuan entered the sect back then, they were still both brats. 

In a twinkle, Yang Qing’s cultivation was already on par with him. 

How depressing! 

Suddenly, a figure appeared on top of the city walls abruptly, standing with his hands behind his back, 

looking into the distance with tightly knitted brows. 



Everyone bowed and said, “Paying respect to Hegemon Battlesky!” 

“In this battle, the blood race has overwhelming momentum and power, their strength several times 

stronger than us! It looks like Hegemon Bufan their side has run into considerable trouble! Behind West 

Sun City are trillions of living beings. We cannot retreat. Has everyone prepared to fight to the death?” 

Hegemon Battlesky said in a solemn voice. 

“Fight to the death without retreating!” 

“Fight to the death without retreating!” 

“Fight to the death without retreating!” 

… … 

Behind him, yells that shook the sky sounded out. 

Hegemon Battlesky was precisely South Qi Giant City’s City Lord back then, Feng Xiaotian! 

When Absolute Heaven Barrier was breached, he finally gained enlightenment on Dao, unlocking the 

third seal, becoming a Hegemon! 

Now, he was also one of Heaven One Alliance’s leaders. 

“Okay, this seat is going! I’ll leave the rest to you all!” Feng Xiaotian only left behind one sentence and 

left. 

Everyone revealed serious expressions. 

They knew that the situation that Hegemon Battlesky was facing was even harsher than theirs! 

There were three blood race Hegemons that came this time! 

“Kill!” 

Yang Qing brandished his long spear and roared angrily, turning into a wisp of green smoke and rushed 

out. 

It was only to see him taking the lead, clashing together with the blood race’s Emperor Realm 

powerhouses. 

In a single exchange, three Emperor Cloud Heavens were directly one-shotted by him! 

In the sky, powerhouses blotted out the sun! 

However, the numbers on Heaven One were still far lacking. 

Coupled with the blood race’s undying attribute, Heaven One this side fell into a disadvantageous 

position very quickly. 

And this time, the Emperor Realm powerhouses that the blood race sent out were also several times 

more than Heaven One’s. 



Although Yang Qing was strong, he got caught in the encirclement of many Emperor Vast Heaven 

powerhouses very quickly. 

“Hahaha, you bunch of grandson, really too weak!” 

“Too light. Are you scratching your Grandpa Qing’s itch?” 

“Kill! Kill! Kill! You bunch of bloodsuckers, all die for Your Father!” 

“Qin Shan, you’re too weak! Just how long has it been, and you already can’t make it? If I were you, I’d 

pray that Ye Yuan can descend from the sky with celestial soldiers right now! Hahaha, I say, if Ye Yuan 

saves you now, wouldn’t it be very ironic?” 

… … 

Yang Qing fought until heaven and earth dimmed, his two eyes bloodshot and the injuries on his body 

increasing continuously. 

And not far away from him, Qin Shan’s strength was much weaker. 

Under the heavy siege, he began faltering in strength very soon. 

At this time, he already had half his body caved in, his appearance very miserable. 

“Even if this seat dies, I don’t want to be saved by a traitor too!” Qin Shan roared angrily. 

Chapter 3019: Arriving at the Battlefield! 

“Hahaha … Feng Xiaotian, we’ve fought for thousands of years! Today, you’re finally going to die! 

Thinking about it, there’s still some reluctance!” Above in the sky, Bloodpromise laughed loudly without 

ceasing. 

Not long after Feng Xiaotian broke through, Bloodpromise also finally broke through to Hegemon Realm. 

Speaking with which, these two were also considered enemies of a lifetime. 

Feng Xiaotian snorted coldly and said, “If I die, you’ll have to be buried in death with me too!” 

Bloodpromise laughed loudly and said, “With just the likes of you, you also want to drag me to be buried 

with you? You’re thinking too much!” 

Feng Xiaotian fought fierce battles repeatedly. The injuries on his body were not light. 

At this time, facing the besiegement of three great Hegemons, he was already lacking in strength, defeat 

showing. 

Boom! 

Bloodpromise took advantage when Feng Xiaotian and the other two Hegemons were fighting fiercely to 

suddenly launch a sneak attack, slamming a punch onto his chest. 

Feng Xiaotian’s chest directly had a large hole blown out, blood gushing! 

Feng Xiaotian’s gaze was cold. Clearly, he already had the awareness. 



“Pffft!” 

Big Yellow was pierced through by a blood race Emperor Cloud Heaven in order to save Jingfei. 

His current strength was very strong, but after consecutive battles, they were long already arrows at the 

end of their flight. 

This time, the enemy even numbered several times more than them. They could not see hopes of 

victory at all. 

But nobody backed down. 

Because they already had no path of retreat a long time ago. 

Boom! 

In the chaotic battle, a loud noise was heard. 

The right arm that Yang Qing held his spear directly imploded. 

Enduring the intense pain, only to see his divine essence sweeping, the long spear switching to his left 

arm as he continued the bloody killing. 

The battle situation was tragic to the extreme. 

“Qin Shan, you were already at the point of death earlier. Why haven’t you died yet? Is this the 

legendary scourge that will last a thousand years? Impressive! Impressive!” Yang Qing said with a look of 

regret. 

Actually, Qin Shan was not far from death too. 

But, after hearing Yang Qing’s goading, he actually regained some spirit. 

“You … F*ck you! You’re the scourge! Your whole family are all scourges! But this time, this seat will see 

if you still don’t die!” Qin Shan used all the strength in his body as he roared angrily. 

“Relax, even if I’m going to die, I’ll also die after you. You won’t get to see it! Haha, I feel that you can 

still be saved. Pray that Ye Yuan can come back! This punk likes to create some miracles. Maybe he can 

overcome the raging tides once again.” Yang Qing said with a loud laugh. 

“Can’t you freaking live without Ye Yuan anymore? It’s already been over a hundred years. Will you die if 

you don’t mention Ye Yuan?” 

“Someone like you won’t understand! If there’s no goal in life, what’s the difference between being alive 

and being a salted fish? I, Emperor Azuresky, have once been invincible under the heavens. Experts are 

desolate! This guy is my lifetime enemy. He won’t die so easily!” 

“A traitor is a traitor! If he comes back, this seat will be the first to kill him!” 

“Oops, you’re dead!” 

The two people seemed to be bickering effortlessly, but actually, the battle was incomparably 

dangerous. 



While talking, five blood race Emperor Vast Heaven powerhouses had actually formed an encirclement 

unknowingly. 

With five people attacking at the same time, a terrifying power exploded in an instant! 

Qin Shan was long already at the point of death. Facing such an attack, how could he still block it? 

Yang Qing was still cheeky and frivolous verbally, but a hint of dejection flashed across in his eyes. 

These few years, Qin Shan had also been his comrade-in-arms who fought side by side with him. 

Although this guy was hateful, he would not fall short of requirements when fighting and also would not 

be a hindrance. He was a real man. 

It was just that everyone had different ideals in the past. 

Boom! 

The place where Qin Shan was standing erupted with a dazzling light, blinding until people felt their eyes 

blurring. 

“Haha, human ants are really weak!” 

“This Qin Shan was really useless. He wass too weak to stand up to competition!” 

“Yeah, among Emperor Vast Heavens, he’s the weakest! This kind of trash should have long died in our 

blood race!” 

… … 

The few blood race Emperor Vast Heavens could not help but feel pleased with themselves when they 

killed Qin Shan. 

However, they indeed felt that Qin Shan was very weak. 

On humanity’s side, the most difficult to deal with was Yang Qing. 

“Weak your mom! Your Father will exterminate you!” Yang Qing blew his top at once. 

“Yang Qing, don’t be anxious. The next one will be you!” An Emperor Vast Heaven said with a loud 

laugh. 

Very soon, the light dissipated. 

Qin Shan looked at himself with a vacant look and said, “I … I’m not dead?” 

All around, the Emperor Vast Heavens were dumbstruck with amazement! 

Beside Qin Shan, a figure stood proudly, and he actually blocked all of the attacks! 

This person said with a light laugh, “Fortunately, I made it in time!” 

Qin Shan’s entire body shook, and he cried out in surprise, “I-It’s you! Ye Yuan, you … you’re back!” 



This person was naturally none other than precisely the Ye Yuan who returned from Voidshrine 

Illuminating Heaven! 

Passing through the barrier of heavens, Ye Yuan understood the collapse of the Absolute Heaven Barrier 

very soon. 

Extreme Medicine Sect’s people were currently fighting fiercely in West Sun City. 

Hence, he rushed over without stopping. 

Finally, he made it! 

Yang Qing’s entire body also shook, his gaze revealing a look of astonishment. 

This guy really came back! 

“Ye Yuan! You’re finally back!” 

“Haha, I knew that Big Brother Ye Yuan will come back!” 

“Young Master, it’s really great!” Big Yellow wept with excitement. 

… … 

When everyone saw Ye Yuan return, each and every one of them was extremely agitated. 

Qin Shan’s heart shook violently. Just now, five great Emperor Vast Heavens joining hands, the power 

was overwhelming! 

Even if it was Yang Qing, he absolutely would not dare to resist it head-on too. 

But Ye Yuan actually blocked it with ease? 

How terrifying was this guy’s strength now? 

Suddenly, Qin Shan could not help feeling bitterness. 

Yang Qing this damn thing was really a jinx! 

Your Father really got freaking saved by Ye Yuan! 

How freaking ironic! 

However … being able to live was really great! 

“Eh, isn’t this our Lord Blood Divine Son? I heard that our Lord Blood Divine Son had once overcome the 

raging tides several times. It’s really amazing! However, you want to turn the tides by coming alone?” A 

blood race Emperor Vast Heaven said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan had a great reputation in the blood race. 

Many blood race Emperor Realm powerhouses knew about his existence. 

This Emperor Vast Heaven clearly recognized Ye Yuan. 



Ye Yuan gave him a nonchalant glance and said, “Who told you that I came alone? Zhao Yue, you go and 

help Feng Xiaotian! Jiang Zhennan, kill for me! Spare no one!” 

Talking until the back, Ye Yuan was already seething with killing intent. 

The appearances of Yang Qing and the rest had long already entered his sight. 

Even the naive Jingfei back then was also full of wounds and scars now. 

Ye Yuan did have any favorable impression of the blood race at all. 

The moment his voice faded, one astonishing aura after another suddenly erupted in the distance! 

These auras were berserk to the extreme; incredibly bloodthirsty! 

Then, people saw one monstrous looking creature after another galloping at full speed over here, the 

speed swift to the extreme. 

“W-What powerful auras! These guys are all Emperor Sakra Heaven!” 

“More than half are all origin powerhouses!” 

“This … How scary!” 

… … 

When the blood race saw this level of impetus, they were actually dumbstruck with fear for some time. 

When those bloodline warriors felt the aura of the blood race, each and every one of them became 

irascible to the extreme. 

Chi! Chi! Chi! 

Several bloodline warriors tore a few Emperor Sakra Heavens to shreds in one exchange. 

Those few Emperor Sakra Heavens recovered very quickly. They were torn to shreds by the few who 

caught up with them. 

Hundreds of bloodline warriors charged onto the battlefield with astonishing power, akin to a no man’s 

land! 

Chapter 3020: Heaven, Don’t Play With Me Like This! 

“This … What kind of monster is this?” 

“These monsters are too brutal! H-Hurry up and run!” 

“Too strong! Arghhh, save me!” 

… … 

No heaven-shocking big moves at all. What these bloodline warriors used was all the most primitive 

means of killing. 

But it was also due to this that it seemed more brutal and bloody. 



The blood race did not fear death, but at this time, they were scared too! 

There were 800 of such bloodline warriors under Ye Yuan’s leadership. There were more than 500 who 

were origin powerhouses! 

This kind of army, it was sufficient to sweep away everything under Hegemon Realm. 

Therefore, after they joined the battle, it had nothing to do with the Heaven One army anymore. 

Even if it was the blood race’s origin powerhouses, faced with these bloodline warriors, they would be 

taken down in a few exchanges too. 

On the Heaven One army’s side, they were completely dumbfounded. 

“S-So strong! Turns out that you can fight like this!” 

“For so many years, our fighting with the blood race was really incomparably tragic! But only today did I 

discover that we’re all refined gentlemen!” 

“Are these monsters all following Ye Yuan’s orders? This guy indeed created a miracle again!” 

… … 

Suddenly, a ferocious gaze swept over, a bloodline warrior suddenly turned around and pounced toward 

him. 

That Heaven One martial artist pissed his pants with fright, not knowing why the other party would 

target him. 

Being stared at by the other party, he felt like he had died. 

He did not know that the word ‘monster’ had triggered the other party. 

“Roar!” 

Jiang Zhennan gave an angry roar. Only then did that bloodline warrior stop and turn to charge toward 

the blood race. 

Actually, they did not need to be commanded at all. 

These bloodline warriors all had an innate hatred for the blood race. 

Furthermore, they were born fighting machines that did not know fatigue at all. 

Want to really talk about combat strength, they were more than ten times that of same rank 

powerhouses! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan casually threw out a few heavenly pills and said, “Hurry up and recover!” 

Yang Qing and the rest directly swallowed it without hesitation. 

“Humph! You traitor, do you think that by doing so, you can redeem yourself?” Qin Shan crushed Ye 

Yuan’s heavenly pill and said with a cold snort. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Then, how do I prove that I’m not a traitor?” 

Qin Shan sneered and said, “Unless you can eradicate the blood race! Otherwise, you have no way of 

proving at all!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head with a smile and said, “Okay!” 

Qin Shan was taken aback. Clearly, he did not expect Ye Yuan to agree so simply. 

“Hur hur, you wouldn’t think that by bringing these monsters back, you’ll be able to eradicate the blood 

race, right?” Qin Shan smiled coldly and said. 

“Roar!” 

Before his voice faded, an angry roar came from the horizon. 

Qin Shan’s pupils constricted. He saw an incredible scene. 

A monster tore a blood race Hegemon to shreds with its bare hands! 

“H-How can this monster be so strong?” Qin Shan’s complexion was somewhat pale, his body trembling 

a little. No idea it was because he was too heavily injured, or because he was intimidated. 

But, this scene of tearing a Hegemon to pieces with its bare hands, it was still too shocking. 

The battle of Hegemons had always been incomparably deadlocked. 

Even if your strength was stronger than the other party, wanting to finish off the opponent was very 

difficult too. 

But this scene completely subverted their understanding! 

When Feng Xiaotian saw this scene, he was likewise unbelievably shocked. 

Originally, he was already prepared to die. Who knew that someone threw a wrench in the works. 

This monster killed until Bloodpromise three people threw away their helmets and coat of mails. This 

monster finished off one of the other side’s hegemons in a few exchanges. 

However, that blood race Hegemon recovered again very quickly. 

But the unfortunate thing was that Zhao Yue seemed to take delight in shredding his opponent to pieces 

without getting tired of it. 

Once the other party recovered, he immediately rushed up and tore the opponent apart again. 

Bloodpromise, this bloodkin, the blood on his face was gone, deathly pale. 

Flee! 

At this time, he only had this one thought. 

Without the slightest hesitation, he turned around and ran. 

He could not remember clearly how many times he had run away already. 



However, no matter what, it was still his little life that was important. 

“Argh! Ye Yuan, are you sent by heaven to punish this seat? How many times? How many times has this 

been? Why is it always like this every time! Heaven, don’t play with me like this!” Bloodpromise’s chest 

was virtually about to explode. 

He had always viewed Feng Xiaotian as his lifelong enemy. But who knew that ever since Ye Yuan came 

soaring into existence, he had been thrashed over and over again. 

Each time, he would drop everything and run! 

It was great that Heaven One finally managed to have internal strife, chasing Ye Yuan away. 

Who knew that this guy would come back again! 

If he came back, then he came back. But he even brought this group of violent monsters. How did he 

want people to live? 

He did not dare to imagine what kind of interrogation he would have to face after going back. 

He could not resist turning his head to take a look. Fortunately, Zhao Yue chased after someone else. 

Finally managed to preserve his little life! 

Amidst everyone’s astonished gazes, Zhao Yue killed the two great Hegemons more than ten times over. 

Finally, they were not unable to revive anymore. 

Then, he wagged his tail and flew to Ye Yuan’s side, squatting at one side docilely. 

From time to time, he even used his monster head to rub against Ye Yuan, like he was fawning on him. 

It was just like the one who tore the Hegemons apart with his bare hands earlier was not him. 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and rubbed the top of his head a few times, expressing approval. 

Then, Zhao Yue roared twice very ‘happily.’ 

When Qin Shan saw this scene, his eyeballs popped out! 

Such a brutal monster was actually squatting next to Ye Yuan like a puppy? 

“Y-Ye Yuan, w-what kind of monster is he?” Qin Shan could not resist asking. 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue roared, nearly shattering Qin Shan’s internal organs. 

Ye Yuan said, “He’s called Zhao Yue. Don’t call him a monster. Otherwise, don’t blame me for not being 

able to save you.” 

Qin Shan swallowed his saliva, feeling like he had gone to the gates of hell and back. 

“Then, can it prove my innocence now?” Ye Yuan asked with a smile. 

Qin Shan’s expression changed, and he snorted coldly and stopped talking. 



Actually, the suspicions in his heart were already mostly gone. 

Hegemon Realms were not expendable to the blood race either. 

Two Hegemons falling at once, it was a huge loss to the blood race too. 

Now, the Heaven One alliance was already at death’s door. If Ye Yuan really turned traitor, there was no 

need to do so at all. 

As long as this monster army that he brought stood on the blood race’s side, none of them could think 

about running away. 

But, to make him put aside his ego to apologize to Ye Yuan, he was incredibly unwilling. 

Therefore, he simply stopped talking. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and threw another heavenly pill to him. 

This time, Qin Shan did not refuse, directly swallowing it in one gulp. 

Ugh … Ye Yuan’s healing heavenly pills were better than his! 

“Ye Yuan, you finally came back! It’s really great!” At this time, Feng Xiaotian came over too. Although 

the injuries on his body were extremely severe, he did not care at all. Instead, he was very happy when 

he saw Ye Yuan. 

He and Ye Yuan were considered life-and-death friends too. He never doubted Ye Yuan at all. 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said with a smile, “I haven’t congratulated Brother Feng for becoming 

Hegemon Battlesky yet!” 

Feng Xiaotian laughed loudly and said, “You brat, deliberately poking fun at me, is it? This brother that 

you brought can tear me apart with one hand!” 

He heard the words just now too. So he was very careful with his words. 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue roared loudly, clearly very pleased with himself. 

 


